
MasterBatemans Bay HHH                   The Egalitarian Hash  

Where sobriety in moderation is tolerated 

🤻                                                 Trash Volume: Sotto voce 

 

MBH3   Going Downhill Fast 

Run Number:  190 June 2022 

Hair: Two Fathers  

Weather:  Perfect 

Afters: Yes. 

Score:  Quite a few averaging 6.9 

   

It was a perfect early winter day in the 

girtiferous Malua Bay area. A trail was just 

waiting for the delectation of the 

enthusiastic, exclusive ensemble.  The 

GeeEmmm (Haemorrhoid) calmed the crowd 

and sought guidance and chalk talk form the 

Hair (and everything else) Two Fathers 

which turned out to be flour facts and the 

pack lurched down the driveway and in a 

generally westerly direction where it soon 

became possible that if you were headed 

towards the fire shed it was almost 

certainly on trail. 

 

The GeeEmm and Too Keen led. The 

followers followed. The weather gleamed. 

 

Pole Dancer and Double Fister were 

chattering along slightly astern of the 

leaders with Dangles, Pop Tart and Two 

Fathers stringing out a bit as the first 

check caused more than the usual amount of 

aimless milling looking for trail. Round the 

back of the shed, avoiding the first false 

trail, and a loop onto the track avoiding the 

temptation of two ways and other 

distractions ploughing on through the 

encroaching post-fire black wattle before 

emerging triumphantly onto the new Upper 

Malua Bay Heights conurbation and a few 

new houses before a straightening up past 

the almost rebuilt bowlo and down to 

verdant grasslands of Albert Bamman park 

(that’s its name) round past the surf club up 

to the headland walk and several hash vistas 

with the order of pack unchanged then down 

the back of some houses then cautiously 

down the perilous bit of shiggy where the 

GeeEmm was no bloody help at all waiting to 

capture shots of tumbling pack proceeding 

bass ackwards down the precipitous pathway

  
(at which point Pop Tart sensibly took an 

across country diversion) onto the beauty of 

Mackenzies Beach to the drink stop where 

Doggy Bag was waiting with the dray at the 

drink stop o joy o bliss.  

 

And Mighty Aphrodite in a cunning piece of 

navigation had also arrived direct from 

Queenbeyole and avoided the need for 

messy running and stuff.  

 

After the chips were scoffed and some 

beers imbibed the pack or most of it walked 

back to the start. Others who shall be 

nameless but might have been the GeeEmm 

and Hair took advantage of motorised 

transport. 

 

A circle formed. Double Fister reported on 

the run and awarded it a generous 6.9 or so. 

Mighty Aphrodite was punished severally 

for her tardy arrival and walk avoidance 

technique. 

Pop Tart was awarded the Routing Award 

for leaving the trail and in a relatively rare 

occurrence received a second award of the 

champagne tit bell (mildly wasted as she was 



MBH3   Going Downhill Fast 

 

designated driver) and Pole Dancer was 

awarded the Dummy for an excellent and 

impromptu in-circle dummy spit. 

 
A spirited version of the MBH3 anthem was 

delivered to high choral standards and the circle 

dissolved and red wine and other libations were 

carted upstairs. Chili was served and the 

Brumbies won. 

  

Em tasol. 
 

NEXT RUN 

 

 

RUN 191-  

WHEN: Saturday 2 July 2022 at 3pm AEST (the 

normal thing) 
WHERE:  60 Yarragee Road Moruya 
HAIR:  Dangles 
AFTERs:  Yep – tell em in advance 

 
RUN 192-  

WHEN: Saturday 6 August 2022 at 3pm AEST (the 

normal thing) 
WHERE:  TBA Volunteers Welcome 
HAIR:  Enthusiastic volunteer 
AFTERs:  Yep – tell em in advance 

 
RUN 193  

WHEN: Saturday 3 Sept 2022 at 3pm AEST (the 

normal thing) 
WHERE:  15 Pacific Street Batemans Bay 
HAIR:  Likealotta 
AFTERs:  Almost certainly and always good. 
 

RUN 194  

WHEN: Saturday 1 Oct 2022 at 3pm AEST (the last 

before daylight saving) 
WHERE Ummm… 
HAIR:  Ummmm…. 
AFTERs:  Hoonose. 
 

 

RUN 195 - Early Notice  - more info to come 

WHEN: Saturday 5 Nov 2022 at 4pm AEDST  
WHERE:  Burrill Lake region 
HAIR:  Meat n Easy 
AFTERs:  Could be fireworks. (Unless the Mekong 

Hash stuffs it up. TBA) 

 

RUN 200  

WHEN: Saturday 1 April 2023 (I kid you not)  

WHERE:  Somewhere over the rainbow 
HAIR: Founders 
AFTERs:  Surely somewhere salubrious 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can you remember where you were 10 years ag? 

 
 

We may also get a round tuit and work on a Christmas 
run.  But as the normal orgynizers are absent it may take 
a bit of time. 


